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Landscape, Irrigation, and Tree Committee Meeting Minutes 

Date: June 12, 2018 

Committee Member Attendees:, Tom/Kathy McManus, Mike Norris, Dan/Vicki Kober, Carol Hodges, Bill 

Wells, Dominick Mancinelli, Jim Arnts 

Committee Members not Attending: Joyce Anderson, Betty McAtee, Sandy Cheyne, Barbara Ways, Mike 

Koszalka 

Committee Chair: Tom McManus 

Board Liaison: Joe Brown 

Management: Camilla Gaines 

Residents: John Olson, Arlyn Marshall 

Start: 9:30 a.m. 

Minutes Approval: May 15, 2018 minutes were previously distributed by email and approved.  Minutes will be 

posted on our website. 

Chair Opening Comments: 

The 6 week meeting with CLS is set for 9:30 on June 20th (subsequently changed to June 27th). Let Tom know if 

there are any issues to discuss? Soil test results have been received and Complete will be taking 10 more tests 

across S/V for evaluation (Lime required, etc.). 

OLD WORK 

Review strategy for Needle Cast Treatment. 

There are about 30 spruce trees in the common area behind the Clubhouse that are affected by needle cast 

disease. The BOD has approved $3,500 for treatment. Requests to bid went out to six companies and none 

responded. One decided to relook at our request and again decided not to respond. 19 -20 of the trees might 

be savable. Tom is working with Bill W. over the next several days for rewording of the RFP that might make 

this more attractive to bid. The rewording could include combining the work to address girdling roots with a 

small crew which is estimated to be another $3,500. This may need to go back to BOD for final approval. 

Camilla thought that the lack of response was due to too small of a job with contractors now in the busiest 

part of their seasonal work.  

Trees Team report (Replacements & Removals). 

Bill had a team meeting recently. 15 dead trees have been cut down this month. There are 10 more in a new 

RFP plus 14 more are behind that. Some residents offered to cut down small ones but that was not 

recommended or approved by the committee. Root removal is the big job. Unity is coming in tomorrow (6/13) 

to plant three red cedars along Taylor Mill and a Magnolia in the Common Area adjacent to the Quigley home. 

There are still a bunch of dead trees that have not been replaced.  
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A red maple at 210 Harmony is dying again. A dying crown indicates long term over watering. There appears to 

be something unique about several Harmony sites that has caused repeated problems. Joe B. stated these 

problems have gone back quite a few years. Bill thinks that we need an arborist’s opinion. The options 

discussed: 

1. Should we stay with the arborist that evaluated our trees last year? This is a budgeted item for 
consulting services this year.  

2. Bill thought the town could tell us about the sub-surface infrastructure and suggested that the QAC 
extension service could evaluate this problem. He will contact them. 

3. Bartlett offered to look into the problem. That is counter to using last year’s contracted arborist. On 
the contrary, Bartlett has been asked to bid repeatedly and has always been turned down. They may 
lose interest in responding to us. 

Time is of the essence; we need to know what is killing trees in this location. Camilla is proposing using a 

streamlined SOW only. She can deal directly with budgeted efforts with contract values under $3,000. Tom 

will research a SOW to go to the BOD.   

Bill also stated that several conifers have needle tips that are turning brown and spiraling up the trees. The 

cause may be either White Pine Decline caused by trees planted in the wrong area or White Pine Root Decline. 

The only way to evaluate the true cause is a lab test. The UMD Extension Service can perform these tests. An 

affected tree can last years or die in a few months.  

There is good news on the Ash Bore Disease. Wind conditions that spread this disease have improved and this 

disease is not appearing to spread this year. The disease is now affecting Pumpkin Ash which is a rare species 

but in the Corsica River area.  

Joe B. asked why we are not removing dead trees all at once. Tom responded that trees were in several stages 

of decline and that the worst were being dealt with first. This also helps with distributing expenses over the 

year. Several dying trees still look reasonably good. 

Review Pad Removal & Top Soil progress. 

Complete provided a bid for this which will be discussed at the upcoming 6 week meeting.  In addition, top soil 

needs to be added to roots of many trees, primarily on Orchestra.  

Landscaping Review Team. 

Mike N. agreed to head up the review team after Sandy had conflicts. Carol H., Vicki K., and Mike K. will canvas 

the community looking for areas that need attention. Copies of their reports will be given to Jeff (CLS) for 

corrective action that is in their contract. Bare grass in common areas should be corrected by CLS. 

Mike N. thought that mulch quality did not seem to improve as expected. Vicki K. thought it was harder. CLS 

used a new supplier and they may not be as high a quality as anticipated.  

Tom thought that additional wording should be added to Landscaping FAQ about resident lawn care after the 

6 week meeting; to help clarify resident responsibilities vs. what our contractor provides. CLS is not offering 

resident optional services for aeration and over seeding anymore.  
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The Harmony – Concerto common area swale is in questionable shape. Caruso didn’t follow through as part of 

transition. The L&I Landscaping sub team (under Mike Norris direction) will review this area and make 

recommendations to the committee.  

Irrigation Status Report. 

Following the resident audit, the irrigation system was declared ready to go. Then a failure occurred with the 

Pump 1 starter. The part is on order but has not been received or installed. Pump 5 has been diverted to 

supply water to Pump 1 areas as an interim fix. This also requires some turf cycle step changes which increases 

the total cycle time for both Turf and Bed watering. Camilla expected the part today and after replacement, 

the Pump 5 gate valve will be returned to its normal state and with the normal turf program 

The turf and bed schedule has been worked out by management and published to the community. Turf will be 

watered three days a week and beds twice a week. We had fewer repairs than last year during start-up. 

Mapping is continuing to be refined by Tom and Jim.  

RFP for Landscape & Irrigation Services. 

The BOD has decided to defer an RFP for competitive landscaping and irrigation contracts until next year 

pending an independent evaluation of the irrigation system. Thus we will exercise option years of both CLS 

contracts for 2019. We still need to negotiate enhanced services for 2019. We will need to modify future 

contracts to eliminate the possibility that our contractor can chose to abandon the contract during the season 

with only 30 days’ notice.  

NEW WORK 

Any new requests for Board funding. 

We are going into the next phase of tree removal (approximately 10 trees). There are noticeable dead trees on 

Taylor Mill Road. 3 or 4 trees are 20’ tall suffering from White Pine Decline. Tom put together an RFP for their 

removal with an estimate of $300 for larger trees and $100 - $150 for smaller trees; total about $1,800. 

Camilla said that this is budgeted and under $3000 so she can handle it; she will bring this up with the BOD at 

today’s working session. Davey has been selected many times as they seem to always give the best price, do a 

good job, and are easy to work with. We must stop going out with smaller RFP’s that waste people’s time on 

both ends. We are in danger of ending up with single source suppliers by doing this and always selecting the 

same supplier.  

Plantings Team – Plan for Gatehouse Front, Bravo and Expansion.  

The Committee needs to come up with a plan for recommended plantings in front of the Guard House, Bravo, 

and the expansion.  We should plan for an RFP in August – September. There was discussion about the front of 

the Guard House. After planting grass in front of the Guard House, the Operations Committee turned down a 

plan for additional landscaping including boulders here. The Committee favored enhancing the wing beds 

instead. There is already $2,500 from transitions earmarked for Bravo. We are told that there is no expansion 

money left from our landscaping allocation – it was used for sod instead of grass seed. Some work needs to be 

done this year for the expansion and other parts of the Clubhouse that will likely fit into this year’s budget. 
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Some work needs to be in next year’s budget. We can get estimates with a simple SOW with schedule, without 

going to a full blown RFP. The Bravo initiative will likely have priority, due to having partial funding. 

New RFP for Irrigation System Evaluation. 

The BOD feels that we need an Independent assessment of our irrigation system and a plan for improvements 

and adding expensive replacement items to our next Reserve study. A Fredrick, MD company did a similar 

study for Caruso in 2007 before full build out and they are one of several consulting companies that we are 

contacting. Out of this study we expect to get a prioritized and phased system improvements list and possibly 

operational improvements. The need for this study was the motivation to defer the RFP for Irrigation and 

Landscaping until next year for the 2020 budget. Joe, Tom and Jim are working this issue with Camilla.  

Fall Tree Planting. 

Now is not the time to plant any replacement trees in swales and other common area locations. There are a 

lot of requests and we can’t replace them all. Bill’s team is putting together a prioritized list. We will to go to 

the BOD in July or August for approval to go out for bid. This is a work in progress.  

Board Liaison Comments 

The swale between Concerto and Harmony was not left in satisfactory condition by Caruso. As stated above, 

the L&I Landscaping sub-team will investigate and make any recommendations. 

Tim tried several approaches of Clubhouse edging to prevent mulch from washing onto the sidewalk during 

heavy rains. Camilla believes that the best approach is a border of river rock which has worked well in pool 

beds. She asked CLS for a proposal for this. 

Joe brought up mulching on the slopes again. An approach by Unity seems to have worked well according to 

Bill W.  

Management Comments 

The Crepe Myrtle in a pool planter is dead and is now empty. Camilla has requested and received suggestions 

from our Plantings Team for replacements?  This will be submitted to Complete for the actual work effort. 

Resident Comments 

John Olson has half-moon shaped patterns on his sidings apparently due to sprinkler over-spray. This is not a 

mineral deposit but is permanent bleaching due to over-spray interactions with the sun. This is evident on his 

neighbor’s house as well. CLS tried to adjust the sprinklers but that didn’t help with the over-sparay. Camilla 

suggested submitting a work request with his neighbors to try to address this by turning off selected sprinkler 

heads. Tom suggested adding this to the irrigation consultant SOW. Pump filtration will also be in the SOW.  

Arlyn asked if it was feasible to put irrigation items in the reserve study for financial planning purposes. The 

Reserve study to be updated in the fall. 

Next Committee Meeting: Tuesday July 17th at 9:30  

Adjourn: 11:15    


